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Abstract: This paper addresses inclusive design in a situation of complexity and how to
improve it. The focus is on the inclusive design of a complex process and its tools, which
is increasingly an issue in systemic design challenges. The current situation of climate
change means we need to work on sustainability and inclusion at the same time. The
paper presents a case study of an energetic renovation process and the stakeholders’
activities and views in it. In a research-through-design process, the paper traces the
possibilities to intervene in the process with communication tools to increase inclusivity of both process and outcomes. Values emerging from the interventions revolve
around insight, openness, and responsiveness in answering needs and resolving mismatches. The paper concludes that the communication tools developed help to generate these values and manage complexity. The tools give residents a voice in goal
alignment towards inclusivity.
Keywords: participatory inclusive design; values; complexity; sustainable renovation

1. Introduction
Efforts in Inclusive Design have mainly been focused on housing and public environments
and consumer products, with the aim of providing social and economic inclusivity (Clarkson
& Coleman, 2015). Complex processes in themselves have rarely been addressed in Inclusive
Design. To advance the effectiveness and reach of Inclusive Design, it is worth addressing
such complex processes, since they are used to create many current distributed, networked,
systemic and data-supported products and services. In a distributed or systemic design object, the outcome is no longer one specific thing, and the values this distributed object carries become key aspects of the design. Zhu, Gruber and Dong (2020), echoing Clarkson &
Coleman’s (2015) characterisation, showed how values in inclusivity could be addressed
from both an economic and an ethical perspective. Zhu et al (2020) raised awareness of
value creation and value distribution and enquired how the stakeholders in any given context define the values at issue. The authors also show that inclusive design can have different meanings in different contexts, ranging from a market proposition to an ethical, social
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endeavour and from individual to collective approaches. Recently we are increasingly seeing
the need to consider sustainability alongside inclusion in designing. This makes for a yet
more complex challenge. Complex processes have a few known problems. Examples are:
A disconnect in language and communication
Dorst and Watson (2020) showed that a common issue is the disconnect between top-down
and bottom-up in complex processes. Salgado and Galanakis (2014), among others, pointed
to incompatible communication tools as an example of a source of this disconnect.
Diverging goal alignment
When different actors embark on a joint or parallel process, they may start out with similar
high-level goals (such as sustainability, or desirability), and often everyone involved wants
the best for the process and result. However, due to their diverse languages, skills and contexts, goals can drift apart and result in very different, conflicting, or counterproductive outcomes (Boess, 2019; Bos-de Vos, Deken & Kleinsmann, 2022).

1.1 This paper
This paper presents a case study in a complex context: large scale energy-efficient sustainable home renovation (also termed refurbishment) in the Netherlands. The focus of this paper is on the requirements generation and prototype evaluation phase in the process towards it, and on how the various stakeholders (could) interact and come together in it. In
such a process, there is usually not a single cause for things to go well or less well, and not a
single intervention that can improve an entire process. Rather, there are areas of synergy,
areas of tension, or barriers at various points that could influence the process. In the face of
this complexity and multiple types and levels of requirements, it seems challenging to attempt an inclusive design focus. Yet inclusivity is a crucial factor in the success of the outcome in this domain. It has been shown repeatedly that the residents’ satisfaction and their
relationship with the resulting product systems’ characteristics determine whether it will, in
practice, be energy efficient (for example Guerra-Santin et al., 2017). Inclusivity is thus not
aspirational but a necessity in this domain. Our involvement as inclusive design researchers
was to assess a planned systemic complex intervention and to make proposals on how to
make the process towards it in itself inclusive. The research question being investigated in
this paper is: which values emerge and are addressed by introducing inclusive process steps
in a complex process? We will show the development of inclusive interventions in such a
process and demonstrate the values that are generated. With this, we hope to contribute to
the knowledge on the effects and possibilities of an inclusive perspective in complex systemic processes.
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1.2 The case: A renovation process for a neighbourhood with 280 apartments
The case described here concerns a planned renovation of 280 apartments in Reigersbos, a
neighbourhood in Amsterdam in the Netherlands. The residents are a mix of homeowners,
private tenants, and tenants of a housing corporation. The municipality is involved and trying
to help the stakeholders in the process. A prospective building party is involved and proposing process steps. A non-profit organisation is involved and is helping the residents in formulating their needs and wishes. Together these stakeholders are defining a process and requirements for the renovation of the apartments and the phasing out of natural gas.
Importance of inclusive design in a large-scale process such as this case
Inclusion is an important issue in this process. For one, there is a legal requirement in the
Netherlands that 70% of tenants and 80% of apartment owners agree to a major renovation
(Itten et al., 2021; van der Bol & van der Arend, 2007). If residents did not take the initiative
(they rarely do in practice), they need to be consulted and included sufficiently to want to
agree to a renovation. In this case, the apartment owners took the initiative. Secondly, there
is also an element of civic justice. Given that the residents in renovations of this kind are often at the lower end of the sociodemographic, involving them in what happens to their own
home and ensuring an outcome that supports quality of life is the fair and just thing to do
(Bianchin & Heylighen, 2018). Doing this on the scale of a renovation project also contributes
to making the energy transition fairer and more inclusive. The energy transition can be
viewed in terms of justice: instead of widening the gap between the privileged and the marginalized because of energy poverty, it should help close that gap.
Since a home consists of multiple interfaces between residents’ lives and the house technology, inclusivity should be applied to both the process and the design and evaluation of the
actual renovation solution in which the residents will live once it is completed. Of course,
some exclusion is unavoidable, whether deliberate or not. Exclusion “isn’t inherently negative, but it should at least be an intentional choice rather than an accidental harm” (Holmes,
2018), and a strategy should be in place how to address it. In large-scale renovation projects,
the resulting designs are largely the same for every home and should thus be usable for all
residents. Given these considerations, it is fitting to define inclusion in the context of this
project as aiming for greatest possible inclusion and being conscious of the way people are
included or excluded from the renovation project, including the process and the resulting
(systems in the) renovated homes.
Literacy, poverty, diversity in background and household composition
A possible source of exclusion in this context is literacy. Residents can potentially be partially
excluded from the renovation process and from the use of their own homes. For example,
low literacy for Dutch, low digital literacy, or lack of a technical background can clash with
the methods of communication or installations in the homes. Low disposable income can
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prevent people from fully participating, too. Either through energy poverty—which decreases the possible savings from the renovation, making it too expensive—or economic
stress (Gebruiker Centraal, 2019a). Someone’s culture, housing tenure and household composition can also influence their practices at home and the meanings they bring to them. The
diversity in all these aspects should be represented as accurately as possible in the participation being sought from the residents whose homes will receive a sustainable renovation.

1.3 Values arising from resident involvement
Traditional sustainable renovation approaches often excluded residents from the redesign of
their own homes (Breukers et al., 2017, p. 149) and used theoretical assumptions about
comfort. By now, more is known on the multiple potential values of involving residents and
their expertise about their homes and their own behaviour. Primarily, involving the residents
reduces the mismatches between them and their renovated homes, which leads to more
resident satisfaction and to a more predictable and lower energy consumption (Guerra-Santin et al., 2017), as well as improved health, and more comfort (van Vliet & de Feijter, 2017).
The potential values are distributed as follows:
•

Lower energy costs, improved health and comfort are direct benefits for the
residents. However, residents’ knowledge can address potential mismatches
and generate value. Regardless of residents’ knowledge about the technologies in their home, these become part of their life fabric and should fit (Figure
1).

•

Stakeholders like housing associations get fewer complaints and less maintenance to carry out, because residents are more willing to develop new behaviours or daily life practices that match their new homes (van Vliet & de Feijter,
2017).

•

Lower energy consumption leads to a more sustainable built environment,
which is beneficial to everyone.
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Figure 1. Home-related elements such as seating, and technological elements such as new heating,
new windows, and a new façade, are all part of the living space and residents’ life fabric.

Communicating about how residents’ experiences influence the plans creates a shared story
among the residents. In the renovation process, this would make it easier to get the legally
required approval from residents (Itten et al., 2021; van der Bol & van der Arend, 2007) and
would contribute to the fairness and justness of the process (Bianchin & Heylighen, 2018).

1.4 Room for tools
Resident participation is already mandatory for housing corporations (Hoppe & Lulofs, 2008)
and homeowners’ associations in the Netherlands (Glumac, Reuvekamp, Han, & Schaefer,
2013), but the extent can be limited (such as only being able to choose the color of new window frames or even just being able to say ‘yes’ or ‘no’). Advice has been generated on how
to shape participation (Glumac, Reuvekamp, Han & Schaefer, 2013; Breukers et al., 2017),
but there seems to be room for more tools to involve residents in the design of renovation
plans (Wabeke et al., 2020). There is a rich body of knowledge on participatory approaches
in architecture (Luck, 2018) but little of this knowledge is applied in large-scale building and
renovation processes. The social aspects of resident participation tend to be seen as separate from the technological aspects such as building services choices (Boess, 2022). As a result, mismatches between residents and their home can still appear later, even with a socially successful participation processes, and lead to the problems with satisfaction and energy efficiency described above. There is a need to develop more predictability of the issues
the residents will face later, by including more of their knowledge earlier (Figure 2). This research will enquire into participation in phases and types of activities in a process and how it
relates to the later outcome, the house.
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Figure 2. Residents have knowledge about their own behaviour: social knowledge (as opposed to
technical knowledge) about their competences and meaning. Without putting it to use, the
desired renovation results may not be achieved, be unreliable and may not match needs.

2. Method
The approach taken in this case study is an action research approach (Robson, 2002), which
involves inquiry into a realistic context while actively participating in it. The researchers were
peripherally involved in the process, at points being witnesses in its shaping, and at other
points providing input and feedback to its stakeholders. The activities undertaken consisted
of both qualitative research with residents and other stakeholders, and the creation and
evaluation of design inputs for and with these stakeholders (both research through and for
design, Stappers and Giaccardi (2015)) over a period of six months, during which the professional stakeholders were also shaping the overall process to be conducted. A part of the approach was to design an intervention that was inclusive of the residents’ perspectives. Its
goal was to influence the renovation process and its outcomes with the residents’ perspectives, in order to promote inclusivity and social and environmental sustainability of the
planned renovation of the Reigersbos neighbourhood apartments. As we have done in previous, similar analyses (Boess et al., 2018), the analysis takes the shape of reflexive ethnographic narratives on the effects of generated inputs as well as on observed processes and
interviews with stakeholders (Blomberg & Karasti 2012; Bervall-Kåreborn & Ståhlbrost
2008). As described earlier, this approach takes a holistic view on the process, providing descriptive understandings and showing members' point of view (Blomberg & Karasti 2012, p.
88). Murto et al. (2020) promote a broad methodological basis for such broad phenomena as
sustainability transitions. Such methods need to be able to span the levels from macro-level
conditions for transitions, to the micro-level of communities’ and individuals’ daily life and
practices where changes in consumption occur.
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An initial phase of research consisted mainly of interviewing stakeholders, experts and—
with the addition of ethnographic probes (see Figure 3) — six residents, as well as observing
and interviewing 50 residents during a tour of the demo apartment. The research then
mapped out five potential intervention points. Attempting to redesign the entire multistakeholder process would have been a very large endeavour and would have delayed the
generation of insights. To facilitate mutual learning as early as possible, one intervention
was selected in order to study and develop it with the stakeholders. For this intervention (a
‘renovation guide’), a complete design process was followed consisting of defining research
questions, making a prototype, testing it, iterating on it and mapping the insights. This can
be seen as a combination of research through design (RtD) and research for design (RfD)
(Stappers & Giaccardi, 2015). The prototyping and testing created new knowledge, which is
communicated in this paper, (RtD), and that knowledge was also used to create a better,
new prototype (RfD). In two initial iterations, we created a prototype of the renovation
guide to test it and other parts of the concept with residents: first by doing guerrilla testing
with 25 participants outside in the neighbourhood, then by visiting three participants at their
home or the demo apartment. In the last iteration, a more detailed prototype of the renovation guide was created as well as an overview of all proposed interventions, for evaluation
with the residents and the professional stakeholders. This evaluation took place in the form
of an interview study and demonstration of the prototype and overview.

2.1 Inclusivity in the process
Achieving diversity
In selecting interview and collaboration partners throughout the process, we paid careful attention to inclusivity, seeking to ensure a diverse selection and an accessible form for the research activities themselves. We sought to be aware of our privileges and the possible resulting biases and worked on making the renovation process itself more just and fairer. In
addition to using quota sampling throughout the project, we also sought to make the research materials themselves accessible. For the physical materials, this meant using short
sentences, simple vocabulary, and visuals, as recommended in the guide from Stichting
Lezen en Schrijven (‘reading and writing’) (2020). The interview materials were both verbal,
visual (for example, Figure 3) and spatial (joint visits to a demo apartment) to provide diversity and inclusivity in the approach.
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Figure 3. example of verbal and visual interview support materials

Additionally, we made sure to provide both a Dutch and an English translation of the texts.
For the interviews, this meant letting the participant decide on a location where they felt
comfortable and rewarding them for their time and effort with vouchers for a local store.
These measures led to a diversity in gender, ethnicity, cultural background, native language,
household composition, completed education level, home tenure, and pre-existing attitude
towards the renovation project. This diversity came close to being an accurate representation of the neighbourhood. However, this was limited due to the smaller sample sizes, and it
was not distributed evenly among the research activities.

3. Results
The initial interviews with residents sought to elicit their values and views on their home.
These findings were combined with insights from other stakeholders on the technical makeup of the home. This served to understand its complexity and how values (in black squares at
the top) were bound up in it (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. The complexity of designing for an entire home: its technical systems, its qualities such as
indoor climate, the practices of its residents, and the systemic connections to entities, services, values.

A parallel path in the analysis was to map the various process representations that were present with the various professional stakeholders. This served to understand their rationale,
sequence, where these overlapped, conflicted, and which values they aimed to provide to
the residents. For the sake of connecting the residents’ situation, experience, and values to
these processes, one simplified process representation was made in order to connect possible interventions to it (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. The whole process as aggregated out of the various processes used by different professional
stakeholders, with interventions 1-5 added and the value generated with each intervention
specified, plus how it differs from the existing professional processes.
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3.1 Interventions
Figure 5 has shown the proposed interventions, their place in the overall process and the
value they generate in overview. In this section, we describe the interventions and their rationale in more detail. Research insights are provided that support the design decisions that
have gone into the interventions, by providing context, explaining how mismatches are removed, sustained, or created, and describing the approach.

Figure 6. The set of 5 proposed interventions to increase inclusivity in the renovation process as
shown in Figure 5.

The five sequential interventions help to evaluate and improve renovation plans (Figure 6).
They are created in the context of the renovation of 280 apartments. A degree of transferability can be assumed for similar (sustainable) renovation processes. This is because the interventions are aligned with generic and transferable processes that were previously developed by the professional stakeholders, and because the rationale and effects of each intervention are tested contextually with residents.
Thanks to the interventions, both homeowners and tenants are involved in creating the renovation plans.
Intervention 1: Survey session
The first intervention focusses on uncovering the current issues in the shape of one or multiple meetings with diverse groups of residents. On its own, that already helps to solve more
of the right mismatches with the renovation, and to create a shared story among residents
about what is necessary, for example regarding the relationship between low temperature
heating and window opening. That improves the acceptance of the result later (Itten et al.,
2021; van der Bol & van der Arend, 2007). It also feeds into the next intervention with
quotes for the renovation guide.
Key value addressed: A shared story for all stakeholders that are involved. In addition, problem overviews, requirements and opportunities that can be translated into specific technical
options for the renovation.
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Intervention 2: Renovation guide
After making an initial renovation design, the renovation guide helps residents understand
what the proposed changes mean for them. It visualises how the installations work, for example the low temperature heating, and describes them and their rationales in quotes of
the residents themselves. This makes the residents more trusting of the process but more
importantly, it allows them to formulate more relevant feedback on the plans. This feedback
can be voiced through existing channels (like asking questions during a demo apartment
tour, email, or condominium association meetings), but it is even more valuable when combined with a co-creation session (intervention 4).
Key value of the renovation guide: an in-depth understanding of the plans that is aligned
with residents’ daily life experiences and concerns.
Intervention 3: Demo apartment tour
Currently, residents learn about the plans, finances, and upcoming process during a tour of
the demo apartment. The residents can ask questions, which helps them to understand
the plans better. However, the tour can only take up a limited amount of time, due to a limited budget and planning. This means residents can pay little attention to experiencing the
apartment. So, the tour is valuable, but can be improved upon.
With the renovation guide, the resident already has a basic understanding of the plans. This
means the tour guide can present less information, which opens up the possibility for residents to do three things:
•

Asking clarifying questions, just as they would otherwise.

•

Have conversations with the technical experts and neighbours, which can lead
to new and deeper questions.

•

Seeing, feeling, and experiencing the changes and trying out the actions which
are explained in the guide. For example, they should be able to try turning up
the ventilation or changing the temperature.

These three actions will help residents to check whether they have understood the renovation guide correctly. Together with the richer experience of the apartment, this allows them
to formulate even more (concrete) opinions and feedback.
Key value of the demo apartment tour: openness and responsiveness in the process due to
the possibility to generate questions and provide and gain feedback and address mismatches. In addition, specific project and design information that can be translated into specific technical options for the renovation.
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Intervention 4: Co-creation session
The newly formed opinions, fears and hopes concerning the renovation should be used to
improve the plans. During a co- creation session, the residents can then do that together
with the architect and suppliers, incorporating technical and social knowledge. These meetings can also involve landlords and the housing association to create more buy-in from those
decision-making parties. The integration of social knowledge in this step helps remove mismatches from the final design. In the words of a resident, during a test run of such a co-design session: “all involved parties, it would be good if they also heard us, because they’re
changing our home, (...) we are the ones who need to live in it”.
As an example, the session could consist of four steps:
•

Step 1 Feedback dump: The participants note down their tips, tops, worries,
and fears, similar to the approach described by Boess et al. (2018). The notes
in the renovation guide are a good starting place, but there should also be
space for new thoughts. This ensures that the perspectives of all participants
are voiced—and that all participants are open to hearing them, as well. By
having stakeholders like the housing association there, the participants can be
more confident that their feedback is heard, and the decisions can be supported from within the organisation by the stakeholder representatives.

•

Step 2 Clustering: The notes are combined into clusters, by combining notes
with a similar message, and the clusters are grouped based on themes such as
fresh air and heating. This creates a shared story because the participants get
to know other perspectives on the renovation. Doing these steps in a group
means participants can build upon each other and ‘translate’ statements (e.g.,
reformulating worries from a resident to the architect, or explaining a technical concept to a resident).

•

Step 3 Formulating changes: Based on the shared story and the clusters, each
participant gets to think of changes. It helps to have a representation of the
apartment showing the changes (such as a floorplan or even a 3D model) and
a mix of existing alternatives and ‘clean slates’ to support different levels of
creativity (Sanders & Stappers, 2008). The representation makes it easier to
manipulate because it is tangible.

•

Step 4 Picking changes: Participants present their proposals shortly and then
pick the most important and liked changes through discussion. By having the
architect or other people with technical know-how there, the technological
and behavioural knowledge are already integrated in the solutions.

Key values generated: Increased ownership of the process and proposed result, insights into
concrete desired changes based on experienced behaviour, and as an overall result, fewer
mismatches of the final design with residents’ practices at home.
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Intervention 5: Result communication through session feedback
Lastly, after working out the technical details, the results of the session should be communicated back to the residents. Things might change in that process, and if there are multiple
sessions, the outcomes still have to be combined and adjusted. This update provides them
with trustworthy information about the plans and increases their ownership even further.
Key values generated: here too, ownership is increased. Information is exchanged to address
possible mismatches. The relationship between the parties is strengthened through the
demonstrated consistency of commitment.
Due to constraints of space, it is not possible to present the evaluation process of these interventions in this paper, nor to assess possible exclusion. All interventions were evaluated
with the professional stakeholders and their feedback elicited on feasibility and value generation. The renovation guide was worked out as a more complete prototype in iterations with
residents’ input and feedback.

4. Discussion
This research has shown that a focus on inclusivity when studying and intervening into a renovation process generates new values for such a process. These values that emerged from
an inclusive approach can be summarised as in-depth learnings about residents’ lives, ownership for residents of the process and result, increased insight for all stakeholders related to
technical decisions, and openness and responsiveness to residents’ life experiences within
the design steps, related to the residents’ values in terms of health, sustainability, value, cost
of living and comfort, as shown in Figure 4.
All five interventions lead to some resulting value. Some of the effects feed into the other
steps (such as: quotes from the survey session were used in the renovation guide, or the
more specific feedback from step 2 and 3 was used in the co-creation session), prompting us
to suggest that the value of the interventions is strengthened in combination, and they
should ideally not be used in a ‘narrow version’ on their own.
The generated values relating to increased learnings and insight go some way towards addressing the known problems in complex processes such as a disconnect in language and
communication (Salgado & Galanakis, 2014; Dorst & Watson, 2020). The communication
tools developed for residents make the process more inclusive by making it more social and
collective (Zhu, Gruber & Dong, 2020).
The generated values relating to openness and responsiveness also conceivably contribute
to goal alignment. They provide the residents with a language to express and consider their
needs, and they provide the professional stakeholders with an opportunity to hear residents
(Boess, 2019; Bos-de Vos, Deken & Kleinsmann, 2022).
These findings do not directly provide possibilities to assess whether the resulting products
and services address the needs of the widest possible audience, irrespective of age or ability.
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They are, however, congruent with likely enhancement of the design quality of the outcome.
As such, the results align with Dong’s (2019) definition of inclusive design as “human-centred
design for products that are useful, usable, desirable and sustainable”. In a more in-depth
evaluation, the results could probably be assessed on these criteria.
To make the results of the proposed interventions as scalable as possible, the groups of participants for the survey and co-creation sessions should reflect the diversity of the neighbourhood. This could ensure that as many different experiences as possible are considered,
which means more social knowledge is used. There are several factors which need attention
to include more residents and achieve consideration of diverse needs:
•

Location. Any session with residents should be organised in the neighbourhood in a location which feels either neutral or as ‘owned’ by the residents, so
that the residents are freely able to align the proposed changes with their own
lived experience. The accessibility of the location should also match or exceed
that of the apartment buildings. For example, the case apartments studied
here are not currently wheelchair accessible. If they were, the location for the
session should be, too.

•

Time. It will probably be necessary to organise the session at different moments, during working days, in the evening and in the weekend. This allows
people with different kinds of schedules to join.

•

Invitations. The guide acts as an invitation but might not work for everyone (as
became apparent during the recruitment for the second iteration tests in this
study). Email, ringing doorbells and local notice boards are other mediums
which could help to appeal to more people.

•

Language. Dutch is a second language for some people, so organising a session
in another language like English might be necessary. If people expect they
might not be able to follow along, they could be reluctant to go.

•

Supplementary options. Aside from the meetings, other media like phone calls
or email should also be available. Even though the diversity can be stimulated
with the mentioned measures, some people might still be uncomfortable with
joining or speaking up, as expressed by these residents during second iteration tests of the renovation guide:
a. “Not everyone will speak up in a large group, because only if they are
really certain, they will say something.”
b. “People think ‘oh I’m the only one, so let me just stay quiet’”
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4.1 Limitations
Limited Participatory character of the process so far
This project has been conducted on the system level of an actual renovation project. Because the formal stakeholders are currently in the lead, the resulting solution space lies
largely in the level of adding residents in, rather than starting from them from the beginning.
It should be noted that the residents of this neighbourhood did originally initiate the process
of renovation due to severe comfort and health issues with the outdated housing. However,
since then they have not yet achieved the steps of being organised enough to participate
fully in the planning process. They are in the process of doing so. It could be argued that the
tools developed and shown here can also play a role in generating the level of interest and
involvement that would enable the residents to join in the process steps. In other words, the
tools would not only have the role of aiding the specific decisions being made for the renovation, but also the role of empowering residents to contribute to the process itself. Additionally, they bolster the participatory character of the inclusive design process further,
which has made some first steps here by facilitating mutual learning, access to decisions and
openness. More steps are conceivable, for example, in this process there was no direct collaboration with existing local initiatives, such as a local resident platform, all the formal
homeowners’ associations and resident committees. They could help improve the proposed
interventions significantly, for example in picking the right locations, times, renovation guide
content, etc. If they had been involved from the start and throughout, this would have created stronger links between resident and professional stakeholders and would have promoted that the former do not feel ignored.
Financial aspects
An aspect that has received little attention in this research due to its positioning during the
early stage of a renovation process is the financial aspect, even though it is generally a key
issue to address early on in any renovation process. Financial and logistical aspects of a renovation are key concerns of residents. This reduces their ability to think ahead to their home
experience after the renovation. This also applies to other stakeholders, such as the housing
corporations, who tend to require certainty before making decisions to act, because they
fear backlash from residents if things like cost estimates or schedules turn out differently.
The financial aspects would need to be addressed, and early, in a fully mapped process.
Sociotechnical framing
Distinguishing between social and technical in this paper in a binary way carries some risks.
One risk is that the divide between the social and the technical is maintained, rather than
that they are conceptualised together. Conceiving of the residents’ knowledge as social and
the professional stakeholders’ knowledge as technical is a shorthand. In reality, these types
of knowledge are more distributed and come to play at all stages of a renovation process
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(e.g., Boess, 2022). In addition, other concepts than the behavioural concepts could shed
more light on the issues going forward, for example the concept of ‘practices’ where skills,
meanings and things are intertwined in a more socio-structural way (Chiu et al., 2014; Klein,
2014).

5. Conclusion
We have presented a case study that enquired into the inclusivity of a complex process. It
has revealed the expected complexity of process and result. We have provided evidence of
value generation in the process by aligning perspectives on the process and by eliciting the
participation of the stakeholders that would normally be only involved in very limited way,
the residents. This value generation has been found to broadly align with current definitions
of inclusive design and can therefore be said to be a contribution to knowledge in this field.
While we have not been able to assess the transferability here, similar issues are likely to
play a role in other processes of similar technical and process complexity. The types of interventions presented here may be able to provide similar value elsewhere as well.
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